STAKING INSTRUCTIONS

If the tone generator and tine are not assembled, follow these simple instructions:

1. Lock the tone generator in a vise with the large hole opening facing up.

2. Insert the small end of the tine in the opening and firmly tap until it is flush with the tone generator.

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

Select number on cutting guide corresponding with tone generator assembly being replaced.

Lay maximum length tone generator assembly on cutting guide with inside of tone generator flush against the left side of the cutting guide.

The tine portion of the tone generator assembly must extend to the right along the line indicating proper tine length.

Using ordinary wire cutters, cut tine length shown on the cutting guide.

Tone generator assemblies available:

#025847 will accommodate all keys from 1 through 23
#012824 will accommodate all keys from 24 through 49
#025848 will accommodate all keys from 50 through 88

Order All Parts From Authorized Dealer